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THE REGULATOR DOMINATES THE RANK

FABIEN PAZUKI

Abstract. After noticing that the regulator of a number field dominates the rank of its
group of units, we bound from below the regulator of the Mordell-Weil group of elliptic
curves over global function fields of characteristic p ≥ 5. The lower bound is an increasing
function of the rank and of the height. This partially answers Question 7.1 and Question
7.2 of [AHP21].
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1. Introduction

Regulators of number fields and regulators of Mordell-Weil groups of abelian varieties
have attracted a lot of attention, both for their own sake, and for the role they play
in the Class Number Formula and in the strong form of the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer
conjecture, respectively. When studying families of number fields or families of abelian
varieties, it is sometimes necessary to estimate the size of the regulator in terms of easier
invariants, like the discriminant and degree of the number fields, or like the height of the
abelian varieties and the rank of their Mordell-Weil group, respectively. In this note, we
propose a new lower bound on the regulator of elliptic curves defined over global function
fields. This lower bound is an increasing function of the rank of the elliptic curve (when the
height is big enough), which is a new phenomenon, and which mirrors a similar situation
taking place between the regulator of a number field and its rank of units. We describe
both results in the rest of this introduction.

1.1. Regulators and ranks of units of number fields. Let us start with the following
theorem, which has been an important motivation for this work. In the sequel, if F is a
number field, we denote by d its degree over Q. Let r1 be the number of real embeddings
of F , and r2 be the number of pairs of complex conjugate embeddings of F . The group of
units of F is a Z-module of finite rank, we denote this rank by rF . Let RF be the regulator
of F , and let wF be the number of roots of unity in F .
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Theorem 1.1. (Friedman, [Fri89] page 620, Corollary) Let F be a number field. Then

(1)
RF

wF

≥ 0.0031 exp(0.241d+ 0.497r1).

By Dirichlet’s unit theorem, we know that rF = r1+r2−1. We also know that d = r1+2r2.
This has the following easy consequence when used in inequality (1).

Corollary 1.2. Let F be a number field. Then

(2) RF ≥ 0.0062 exp(0.241rF )

So the story begins with the following fact given by inequality (2): the regulator RF of a
number field F dominates the rank rF of its group of units. This triggers questions about
other contexts, for instance: to what extent would the regulator of the Mordell-Weil group
of an abelian variety over a global field dominate the rank of this Mordell-Weil group?

1.2. Elliptic curves and ranks of Mordell-Weil groups. Our goal is to prove that the
regulator Reg(E/K) of an elliptic curve E defined over a function field K of characteristic
p ≥ 5 dominates the rank of its Mordell-Weil group. In doing so we partially answer
Question 7.1 and Question 7.2 of [AHP21] in the case where K = Fq(C) is a function field
of characteristic p ≥ 5, where C is a smooth projective and geometrically connected curve
defined over its constant field Fq and of genus g ≥ 0. Note that the rank of elliptic curves
over function fields of positive characteristic is not bounded [Ulm02, Gri20], hence this
improvement is non-trivial. Let us state the result.

Theorem 1.3. Let K = Fq(C) be a function field of characteristic p ≥ 5 and genus g. Let
E be an elliptic curve over K of discriminant ∆(E/K), of trace zero, and let ps denote
the inseparability degree of the j-map of E. Let r denote the rank of E(K). There exists a
positive real number c0 = c0(q, g, p

s) such that

(3) Reg(E/K) ≥
(
c0 log 12h(E)

)r

,

where h(E) = 1

12
deg∆(E/K), and the inequality holds with the explicit value

c0 =
(
p2s12

√
q(log q)2(5g + 9)1015.5+23g

)−1

.

We can now deduce the following corollary, which can be seen as a refined Northcott
property for the regulators of elliptic curves over function fields in characteristic p ≥ 5.

Corollary 1.4. Let K = Fq(C) be a function field of characteristic p ≥ 5 and genus g.
The set of elliptic curves of trace zero over K, with positive rank, bounded inseparability
degree and bounded regulator is finite.

Remark 1.5. Under the ABC conjecture, the BSD conjecture, and the GRH, one ob-
tains an inequality for elliptic curves over number fields similar to the inequality (3) using
[Mes82]. This would lead to an improvement of Theorem 4 page 1124 of [Paz16], as the
regulator would bound the rank from above.
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The rest of the text presents a proof of Theorem 1.3 and of Corollary 1.4. After giving
the prerequisites in the next section, we prove inequality (3). The proof relies on the
Minkowski successive minima inequality, combined with a lower bound on the canonical
height of non-torsion points on elliptic curves. This is not enough, though, we need extra
input to obtain the correct dependance in the rank. We are then able to give an explicit
estimate on the analytic rank in Lemma 3.1, following Brumer’s work, and transfer this
estimate on the algebraic rank via Tate’s work. The estimate is of sufficient quality to
yield the result.

2. Definitions and prerequisites

Here we gather the basic definitions –function fields, heights, regulators of elliptic curves–
and the key results used later in the proof of Theorem 1.3.

2.1. Function fields. Let K = k(C) be the function field of a smooth projective and
geometrically connected curve C defined over its constant field k and of genus g ≥ 0. Let
MK stand for a complete set of inequivalent valuations v(.). The set MK is in bijection
with the set of closed point in C. Given a place v ∈ MK , the residue field kv of K at v is
a finite extension of k: the degree nv := [kv : k] of this extension will be called the degree
of v.

This gives a normalization such that for any element x ∈ K, x 6= 0, the following product
formula holds

∑

v∈MK

nvv(x) = 0.

A divisor I on the field K is a formal sum
∑

v∈MK

av · v where av ∈ Z is zero for all but

finitely many places v. We pose

deg(I) =
∑

v∈MK

nvav.

We define the height on K by h(0) = 0 and for any non-zero x ∈ K, by

h(x) =
∑

v∈MK

nv max{0,−v(x)}.

If we now consider E to be an elliptic curve defined over the function field K, we define
the Néron-Tate height on the group of rational points E(K) with respect to the divisor
(O) on E by

ĥE(P ) =
1

2
lim
n→∞

1

n2
h(x([n]P )).
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2.2. Regulators of elliptic curves. Let K be a function field of transcendence degree
one over its field of constants k. Let E/K be an elliptic curve over the field K. We assume
that E has trace zero. Let m be the Mordell-Weil rank of E(K), which is finite by the

Lang-Néron theorem, see [Con06] for instance. Let ĥE be the Néron-Tate height on E. Let
< ., . > be the associated bilinear form, given by

< P,Q >=
1

2

(
ĥE(P +Q)− ĥE(P )− ĥE(Q)

)

for any P,Q ∈ E(K).

Definition 2.1. Let P1, ..., Pr be a basis of the lattice E(K)/E(K)tors, where E(K) is the
Mordell-Weil group. The regulator of E/K is defined by

Reg(E/K) = det(< Pi, Pj >1≤i,j≤r).

In the case r = 0, the regulator is equal to 1.

We gather here three results needed for the sequel.

Lemma 2.2. (Lemma 3.1 of [AHP21]) Let K be a function field of transcendence degree
one over its field of constants k. Let E be an elliptic curve over the field K. We assume
that E has trace zero. Let r be the Mordell-Weil rank of E(K). Assume r ≥ 1. Let
Λ = E(K)/E(K)tors and for any i ∈ {1, ..., r}, let us denote the Minkowski ith-minimum

of (Λ,

√
ĥE) by λi. Then we have

(4) λ1 · · ·λr ≤ rr/2(Reg(E/K))1/2.

Theorem 2.3. (Theorem 6.1 of [AHP21]) Let K = k(C) be a function field of characteristic
p > 0 and genus g. Let E/K be an elliptic curve of discriminant ∆(E/K) and assume
that the j-map of E has inseparable degree ps. Let P ∈ E(K) be a non-torsion point. Then
one has

ĥE(P ) ≥ p−2s10−15.5−23gh(E),

where h(E) = 1
12
deg∆(E/K).

Lemma 2.4. Let K = k(C) be a function field of characteristic p > 0 and genus g. Let
E/K be an elliptic curve over K. Let ran denote the analytic rank of E/K and let r denote
its algebraic rank over K. Then r ≤ ran.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.2 page 436 of [Tat66]. �

3. Regulators of elliptic curves over function fields of positive

characteristic

Let us start with a useful lemma, which is an explicit version of Proposition 6.9 page
463 in [Bru92]. Inequality (6) is weaker than inequality (5), but easier to manipulate.
Brumer’s work [Bru92] provides a bound on the analytic rank. To deduce the control on
the algebraic rank we use Lemma 2.4.
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Lemma 3.1. Let K = Fq(C) be a function field of characteristic p ≥ 5 and genus g. Let
E be an elliptic curve over K. Let nE be the degree of the conductor of E and let r denote
the rank of E(K). Assume nE > 1. The following inequality holds:

(5) r ≤ nE

2 lognE
log q +

nE

(log nE)2
4
√
q(log q)2 +

7

2
+

log q√
q log nE

[
(2g − 2)

√
q + 20g + 17

]
,

and leads to, as q ≥ 5,

(6) r ≤ nE

log nE

√
q(log q)2(5g + 9).

Note that we do not assume that nE is large when compared to q, in contrast with
Proposition 6.9 page 463 of [Bru92].

Proof. We follow closely the proof of Proposition 6.9 page 463 in [Bru92]. Let us denote
by Z the set of θ such that 1 + iθ/ log q is a zero of the L-function of the elliptic curve E,
and such that 0 ≤ θ < 2π. For any trigonometric polynomial f with Fourier coefficients
denoted c(n), we state the explicit formula (6.7) page 462 in [Bru92], for a positive integer
parameter Y to be fixed later:

(7) ranf(0) +
∑

θ∈Z

f(θ) = c(0)(nE + 4g − 4) + 2
Y∑

m=1

Um(E, f),

where the Um(E, f) are defined in (6.6) page 462 in [Bru92] and satisfy the following
inequality, uniformly in f (there is a term βK in the original formula, note that we used
βK = (2g + 1)(1− q−1)−1, as given in Proposition 6.3 page 461 of [Bru92]):

(8)

+∞∑

m=3

|Um(E, f)| ≤ 2√
q(1− q−1/2)2

+
(4g + 2)(1− q−1)−1

(q − 1)(1− q−1/2)
,

and if we consider (as in (6.5) page 465) the Féjer kernel given by

FY (θ) =
(sin 1

2
Y θ)2

Y (sin 1

2
θ)2

,

for the specific choice f = FY , we have the inequality

(9) |U2(E, FY )| ≤
Y

2
+

4g + 2

(
√
q − 1)(1− q−1)

,

and the inequality

(10) |U1(E, FY )| ≤
2qY/2√

qY (1− q−1/2)2
+

(2g + 1)

(1− q−1)
Y.
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Following Brumer we fix f = FY in equation (7), we get f(0) = Y and c(0) = 1, and
because the Féjer kernel is non-negative1, the combination of (7) with (8), (9), (10) leads
to

(11)

r ≤ ran ≤ nE + 4g − 4

Y
+

4qY/2

Y 2
√
q(1− q−1/2)2

+
4g + 2

1− q−1
+ 1 +

(8g + 4)

Y (
√
q − 1)(1− q−1)

+
4

Y
√
q(1− q−1/2)2

+
(8g + 4)(1− q−1)−1

Y (q − 1)(1− q−1/2)
.

For any nE > 1, we may now fix Y = ⌈2 lognE

log q
⌉ > 0 and use 1

Y
≤ log q

2 lognE

and qY/2 ≤ nE q

to obtain2 in (11)

r ≤ nE

2 lognE

log q +
nE

√
q(log q)2

(lognE)2(1− q−1/2)2
+

4g + 2

1− q−1
+ 1

+
log q

lognE

[ 4g + 2

(
√
q − 1)(1− q−1)

+
2√

q(1− q−1/2)2
+

(4g + 2)(1− q−1)−1

(q − 1)(1− q−1/2)
+ 2g − 2

]
,

and with q ≥ 5 we obtain

(12) r ≤ nE

2 lognE
log q +

nE

(log nE)2
4
√
q(log q)2 +

7

2
+

log q√
q lognE

[
20g + 17 + (2g − 2)

√
q
]
.

�

We can now give the proof of Theorem 1.3.

Proof. If r = 0 the result is obvious, we may thus assume that r ≥ 1. We start by
combining Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 to obtain

(13) Reg(E/K) ≥ 1

rr

(
p−2s10−15.5−23gh(E)

)r

.

We now want to estimate the denominator by bounding the algebraic rank r from above:
one uses Lemma 3.1 (valid when p ≥ 5 and nE > 1):

(14) r ≤ nE

log nE

√
q(log q)2(5g + 9).

Now, as nE ≤ 12h(E) and as x 7→ x(log x)−1, for x > e is a well defined increasing function,
one deduces from (14) that for nE > e

1The author remembers attending a course in functional analysis of Jean-Michel Morel at ENS Cachan
in 2002, where one needed to compare different kernels in Fourier theory. The Féjer kernel will always be
remembered as one of the most important, because it is non-negative, this is useful again in this situation!

2Taking ⌊·⌋ instead of ⌈·⌉ when choosing Y is a valid option if nE is assumed big when compared to q.
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(15) r ≤ 12h(E)

log 12h(E)

√
q(log q)2(5g + 9),

which leads to

(16) Reg(E/K) ≥
( log 12h(E)

12h(E)
√
q(log q)2(5g + 9)

)r(
p−2s10−15.5−23gh(E)

)r

and finally

(17) Reg(E/K) ≥
(
c0 log 12h(E)

)r

,

where c0 =
(
p2s12

√
q(log q)2(5g + 9)1015.5+23g

)−1

. We also need to treat the case nE ≤ e:

we may use the easy bound r ≤ nE + 4g − 4, which gives in particular r ≤ 4g − 1. Inject
this in (13) to obtain

(18) Reg(E/K) ≥
( 1

4g − 1
p−2s10−15.5−23gh(E)

)r

≥
(
c0 log 12h(E)

)r

,

and the same explicit value of c0 is valid. This concludes the proof. �

We will now close the discussion with the proof of Corollary 1.4.

Proof. We split into two cases: in Theorem 1.3, either c0 log 12h(E) ≤ 1, in that case ps

bounded implies a bounded height, or c0 log 12h(E) > 1: in that case, as soon as the rank r
is positive and as long as s is bounded from above, a bounded regulator implies a bounded
height by inequality (3). In both cases, apply [MB85] Théorème 4.6 page 236, which proves
that a bounded height implies finiteness, as the constant field is a finite field here. �
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